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Bona IC offers special effects for wooden floors
With more people than ever looking for ways to improve their homes rather than sell,
homeowners are seeking unique ways to set their homes apart from others. As a result,
many manufacturers have come up with several new and stunningly beautiful ideas
that are giving hardwood flooring a whole new look. To meet this growing demand
Bona IC has invested in the development of stains that will please consumers that are
looking for new and rare wood flooring options.
Bona IC constantly monitor trends in color and design to work proactively and are
continuously developing new shades to be able to meet the expectations of our
customers and the floor owners. This is why we offer stains in several brown tones, but
also shades that are out of the ordinary to create the different looks that homeowners
and designers are looking for.
Bona IC product development always considers the application technique of the UVfinish and the production process of our customers, the parquet producers.
Stain Kit Concept will shorten lead time
- To improve customer service Bona IC has developed a special Stain kit box for each
technician to use on site at the customers’ plant. The box includes all the equipment
that is needed to mix a new shade. The kit also contains samples of all existing
shades.
Already during the autumn 2011 Bona IC plan to include 8 shades in gray scale and
double colored in black, white and gray under the category Design.
A special laboratory room has been installed for research and development of stains. It
includes a light cabinet that projects the light from different angles so the effect
reflection has on the coated surface can be observed and analyzed. It is equipped with
special lamps that can illustrate day light, black light and also indoor lamps.
Special effect pigments
the growing demand from architects, interior decorators and designers encourage
wood floor manufactures to introduce innovations with unique patterns, brilliant colors,
and interesting textures. Consumers want something different to add a fresh and
unusual touch to their home which can express their own personality and style.
The R&D team at Bona IC is proud to show Bona’s possibility to offer the customers
the unique styles they are looking for.
There are numerous of possibilities of exciting special effects. Only your fantasy is the
limit!
The stain kit box includes technical marketing material with product- and application
information and all equipment for mixing shades on site: 8 colorants, additives,
pipettes and guidelines. It also includes a color map with examples of all existing
shades (natural red shades and natural brown shades applied on oak) with recipe and
room for “My Samples”, which is the technicians own blends of shades.

For more information, please contact:
Jörgen Åhlander, Manager Product Development
Phone: +46 40 38 55 30
E-mail: jorgen.ahlander@bona.com
Bona AB is a family owned company established in 1919. The headquarters is situated in Malmö,
Sweden. Bona’s business concept is to provide products for installation, maintenance and
renovation of wooden floors throughout its life span. Bona is the market leader in finishes and
surface treatment with global sales and 18 subsidiaries. The group employs some 500 people
worldwide and the turnover in 2009 was app. SEK 1, 2 billion or 119 million Euros. www.bona.com
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